
I CONFESSED LAST YEAR IN THIS MAGAZINE1 TO BEING A CLOSET MAC USER.
That column generated several emails from readers fond of Macs as
well, but also a few negative comments about how the Mac isn’t a “pro-
fessional-grade” computer. Not only do I not agree with that summa-
tion, but also I think professional administrators who ignore the
Macintosh do so at their own peril. In fact, I often find that people who
knock the Mac usually haven’t used one in years, if ever.

Whether you like ‘em or not, Macs are on a roll. The announcement
that Macintosh computers will switch to Intel processors stunned many
die-hard Mac users, but I think both the anti-Mac and the anti-PC
crowds are off base; computers are merely tools, with strengths and
weaknesses befitting a given task.

In other words, those who derided my preference for Mac missed the
point: I am no fanatic, but simply find that my Mac PowerBook is
faster, lighter, and more enjoyable to use than a comparable PC. For
everyday tasks like email, and listening to music—OS X excels. It’s
easy to use, attractive, and it never (I mean never) crashes.

And it proves amazingly capable because beneath the pretty Mac
OSX interface is an industrial strength version of BSD. It’s not just a
home-user-grade toy: in OS X I can also fire up a SSH terminal or a
wealth of command-line utilities for serious jobs like analyzing pack-
ets and wireless traffic, or running an Apache webserver.

What I can’t do is run Windows, though I often wish I could because in
my work, I must support all platforms. Not surprisingly, most of my clients
are Windows shops first and foremost, and I can’t afford to be a snob.

And then there are the must-have applications available only for
Windows. For example, I often diagram networks for clients and
there’s nothing quite like Microsoft Visio for the job. Another vital tool
necessary in the real-world of Windows networks is VisualStudio, and
there’s no way to run that on a Mac.

More importantly, what if I need to talk a customer through a
Windows configuration problem and only have my Mac available?
Although I’m Microsoft certified and have supported Windows for a
dozen years, I’d be lying if I claimed to recall the logic flow through
every control panel and menu item in every version of Windows.

So how does one reconcile a taste for the Mac user interface with
these needs? The answer to this conundrum is Microsoft’s VirtualPC 7
for Mac (VPC).

Let’s look at it in detail.

INSTALLATION

OS X Version 10.2.8 or above is mandatory, and users of ver-
sions over 10.3 gain enhanced features such as no-fuss printer con-

figuration. For this review, I tested VPC on an OS X 10.3.9
(“Panther”) system.

Officially, VirtualPC 7 requires a G3 (or above) PPC processor of at
least 700 MHz, 3G of drive space and 512MB RAM. In practice, it’s the
usual story: you can get by with less, but the more the better. I tested VPC
on a 1GHz G4 PowerBook with 1G RAM. On this setup VPC performed
well, and my PowerBook is quite modest compared to newer models. One
important caveat is that an individual VM can only recognize 512MB of
RAM, but that’s sufficient for nearly any Windows or Linux install.

For the purposes of this review I am only going to discuss using a
Windows VM. It’s worth noting that in testing I found Windows 2000
noticeably faster in emulation than XP. To maximize speed I suggest
buying the Windows 2000 bundled version (or installing your own
copy) rather than XP.

One way to bump up performance in any Windows version is to use
Microsoft’s TweakUI to turn off video-intensive gizmos like menu ani-
mation. Since video is the main performance laggard in VPC, this is a
painless way to gain extra speed.

Installation is very simple, if tedious. The three-step process begins
with the installation of the VPC application on the host Mac. It requires
about 45MB of disk space and is very simple to install.

Step two is the preliminary configuration of your VM parameters;
here you set your virtual hard disk format (FAT16/32 or unformatted
for Linux/UNIX) for your VM.

The third step, installing the VM’s operating system, is the step you
may want to perform with a magazine to read at hand; installing
Windows 2000 took more than an hour. No doubt this is due to the need
for the emulator to cope with extracting files and converting the Virtual
Hard Disk (VHD) to NTFS. But, I encountered similar delays installing
Linux variations as well.

One way around this delay is to buy VPC bundled with Windows, in
which case the installer CD has a pre-configured Windows VM. This is
the most painless way to install, but I assume that readers are most
likely to use a copy of Windows they already own.

On that note, although VPC is primarily marketed as a way to run
Windows on Mac systems, it can also run most any OS that would run
on a physical baseline PC. Although it was irritating to install (requir-
ing floppy disk images since most Macs no longer have a floppy), DOS
6.2.2 ran beautifully (and fast!). If it’s Linux you want, I had no trou-
ble running a live CD of Knoppix on VPC, and SuSE 9.1 also ran
acceptably, if a tad slowly.

Online documentation and built-in help are decent enough. But be
warned: Microsoft does not go out of its way to document installation
of other OSs. Unlike products like VMWare that have active user
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forums and documentation of OS installs, you are on your own if you
are not installing Windows as your VM.

FEATURES/USE

How is application performance? Well, not bad! Not great, but not
bad. VPC is admittedly a compromise, but I found Visio performed
well under VPC, as did VisualStudio Standard. I was even able to suc-
cessfully run AutoCAD, although it opened files very slowly.

How about basic tasks like web browsing? Firefox 1.0.7 performed
very well in a Windows 2000 VM, but IE6 was slow (not surprising
considering its hefty footprint), but useable.

Java-heavy websites were the worst performers, but again, this is to
be expected. Mediocre browsing performance matters little considering
that toggling (via a press of the Mac’s “Command” key) to the host
Mac environment to browse takes only a moment—another press of the
key and you’re back in the Windows VM.

Similarly, switching between individual VMs or states is as simple
as a double click in the “VirtualPC List” pick window, and suspend-
ing a VM is accomplished by merely clicking the close box on the
VM window.

Resuming a previously saved state is very fast (much improved over
previous versions) as well. VMs can run full-screen; you’d never know
it wasn’t a PC box if it weren’t for the slowish video and the fact that
the screen is surrounded by one of Macintosh’s distinctive case designs.

Active VM Windows feature a handy (if coarse) graph of the host
Mac’s CPU usage; there is an option to throttle CPU usage down when
VPC is in the background (for example, when using the Mac to browse
the Web), and at its lowest setting I found almost no performance hit to
the Mac when the Windows VM was idle.

VPC promises “zero-configuration printing” to printers already
installed on the host Mac, and I found it delivered on the promise. Even
though this is only true if the host Mac is at least version 10.3 of OS X,
there is no real difficulty in configuring printers in previous versions,
merely extra steps.

One of the ways I know I am not a true Mac Zealot is that I prefer
two button mice (or better yet, X Window’s three-button mice!). So for
me, one persistent VPC nuisance is the mouse; to use Windows in VPC
you must assign a keyboard press in conjunction with a mouse click to
enable Windows context menus.

Networking is accomplished via either piggybacking on the Mac’s
existing network connection or by using a “Virtual Switch” which
assigns an independent address to the VM. I found, to my surprise, that
enabling “Virtual Switch” cobbled the host Mac’s network perform-
ance more than a piggybacked connection. It also created some trouble
with the Mac’s built-in firewall. However, if you assign a second NIC
in the host Mac to the VM, performance improves markedly on host
and guest.

One great feature of VPC is the “Undo Drive” option. Common to
most Virtualization programs, this leaves your main VM’s virtual disk
image untouched until the VM is closed and you opt to save changes.
Not surprisingly, this feature uses considerable disk space.

Other VPC amenities include clipboard and folder sharing with the
host Mac. One way this is convenient is that if you keep Windows doc-
uments in the shared folder, they can be cataloged and searched from
the Mac side.

As a final touch, you can add a start menu item to OS X’s dock. This
looks very strange, but is a great way to quickly launch Windows apps.

PRICING/SUPPORT

VPC is sold in numerous guises, the main difference being the
Windows version (if any) bundled with the application.

The full versions (bundled with XP Pro or Win2K) are priced at $249.
If you have your own copy of Windows or want to run Linux, then

the standalone version will save you money at only $129. Naturally,
street prices are slightly less, and there is an upgrade available if you
already have an older copy of VPC.

The product ships with a very nice hardcopy manual (something rare
nowadays) in a nifty plastic “pod” case. It may sound silly, but I appre-
ciate the packaging because software in paperboard boxes so often gets
squashed in real life, and durable packaging of a product is a small
touch I appreciate.

CONCLUSION

Perhaps I’ve made a case for considering the Macintosh. Does that
mean I think you should ritually burn your PC and leave the “Dark Side”
(as rabid Mac users refer to Windows)? Not at all—however if you’ve
been considering a Macintosh but assumed it was incompatible with
your professional tasks, VPC may be the solution to your dilemma.

VPC a compromise, of course, but every computing architecture and
platform entails compromise, and VPC is a workable one.

To me, a Mac PowerBook running VPC offers a triumvirate of the best
features of the major desktop operating systems: the ease-of-use and ele-
gance of Mac OS X, the power and stability of BSD, and Windows for
realpolitik and breadth of applications. It makes a heck of a package.

Who knows what the future holds in store? As mentioned the Mac
world is abuzz with rumors of Mac hardware running Windows in a
dual-boot arrangement.

It could happen. I have little doubt that the necessary hacks will be
made by the modding community (if not official channels) to run
Windows on Macintosh hardware. While at first glance the architecture
of Intel-based Mac hardware would seem to preclude this, proofs of
concept are already widespread. Whether it will be officially sanc-
tioned remains to be seen.

If (when?) this happens Windows running natively on the gorgeous
new Macintosh PowerBooks may be quite a sight, and extremely fast.
Until then, VPC is an able and practical way to get the job done.  
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LIKES: It works! Easy, attractive interface. Great VM resume/Suspend
performance.
DISLIKES: Tedious installation. Expensive. Inadequate video performance
and external video card support. Mediocre support resources.

Microsoft VirtualPC for Mac: http://www.microsoft.com/mac/
Excellent Mac/Windows compatibility resource: http://www.macwindows.com

RATING: ❑ Very poor   ❑ Poor   ❑ Fair   ❑ Good   ❑ Very Good   ❑ Excellent✗


